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Cypriot motor engineer, Elias Nasser. There were a
hundred new lorries, and between thirty and forty old ones
in the garage. In an exposed position on the hillside
beyond Jijiga, to the east, stood a white building, the
Ogaden petrol dump, containing five thousand cases of
petrol.
The military objectives of Jijiga were clear enough.
They lay at either end of the saddle of treeless downland
in the middle of which the town rested. To the west was
the pass of Karramarra, with the Harrar mountains only
breaking steeply into plain along a line south of it. To the
east were low hills, also running south and parallel to
the last outposts of the Harrar-Gue. Between them the
cultivated plain of Jijiga, then farther north the wells and
pasture, then the Jijiga ridge which closed and sealed the
Ogaden waste from the rest of Ethiopia.
Isolated at either end of the ridge, west and east, were
the two white buildings that the planes might at any time
bomb. Only at the very end of August were the Ethiopians
beginning to move their benzine out to holes in the hill-
side. Afewerk was away at the front: Shefara, except in
retreat, was a somnolent Governor.
Afewerk had also developed the telegraphic communica-
tions of the Ogaden. Field wirelesses were installed by
him at Tafere Katama, his southernmost post facing
Moustahil on the Italian frontier, and at his field head-
quarters halfway down the Ogaden, which he moved from
Gerlogubi in the deep bush to Gorahai on the Fafan,
at the beginning of August. A third wireless was set
up at Jijiga just after I left. All were based on the
station at Harrar, which communicated direct with Addis
Ababa.
Ceaseless vigilance, unified command, well-organised and
rapid supply and thorough training for his troops were
the watchwords of Gerazmatch Afewerk, whom I was going
to see. Without exception, he was the most capable
Ethiopian that I ever met. His reserves of energy were
enormous. Until his death at the end of November he
organised the whole of the southern war.
A few hundred soldiers of Fitorari Shefara lived in the
huts around Jijiga. Every day some of them came into

